Replacing door glass
riva Vision Small, midi & medium wood & Multi-fuel
To free glass if sealant has been used, carefully run a sharp
knife between the glass and the glass gasket beneath.
Always cut away from the body.

1. To remove glass
1.1

Remove door from the appliance by pushing the right hand
door handle upwards to release catch and lifting door free
of hinge blocks on the left hand side of the appliance.

1.5

Carefully remove damaged glass and dispose of safely.

1.6

Check quality of glass gasket and replace if necessary.

Place door, glass facing down, on a clean, stable, flat
surface.
1.2

If sealant was used, reapply, ensuring new sealant is placed
only where originally found. DO NOT place sealant across
top or bottom of door.

Remove fixing nuts and washers around edge of door frame
(see Diagram 1).

2. To fit new glass

Fixing nuts &
washers

2.1

Re-attach bottom glass clamp, placing notches over door
handle and dummy handle.

2.2

Carefully place new glass on door.
Ensure the Stovax logo is the right way up and the matt
underside of the painted edge is face down (see Diagram
3).
Gently slide bottom edge of glass under bottom glass clamp.
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1.3

Holding glass and frame together, turn door over so glass
faces upward.

1.4

Carefully remove glass clamps (see Diagram 2) from top and
bottom edges of frame. The bottom clamp should be lifted
upward to clear the door handle and dummy handle (see
Diagram 3).
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2.3

Bottom glass clamp
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Carefully attach top glass clamp. Gentle pressure on the
glass may be needed to achieve this.
Ensure glass is central to door.

2.4

Carefully turn door over, holding glass firmly, and place
door glass side down. Re-attach nuts & washers.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN NUTS as this can cause the
glass to crack.

2.5

Re-attach door.
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